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Background: The aim of the study was to investigate potential prognostic microRNA (miRNA) 

biomarkers for patients with early stage pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) after pan-

creaticoduodenectomy using a miRNA-sequencing (miRNA-seq) data set from The Cancer 

Genome Atlas (TCGA). A miRNA expression-based prognostic signature was generated, and 

the potential role of target genes in overall survival (OS) in patients with PDAC was examined.

Methods: A miRNA-seq data set of 112 PDAC patients who underwent pancreaticoduode-

nectomy was obtained from TCGA. Survival analysis was performed to identify potential 

prognostic biomarkers. 

Results: Eleven miRNAs (hsa-mir-501, hsa-mir-4521, hsa-mir-5091, hsa-mir-24-1, hsa-mir-126, 

hsa-mir-30e, hsa-mir-3157, hsa-let-7a-3, hsa-mir-133a-1, hsa-mir-4709, and hsa-mir-421) were 

used to construct a prognostic signature using the step function. The 11-miRNA prognostic 

signature showed good performance for prognosis prediction (adjusted P<0.0001, adjusted 

hazard ratio =4.285, 95% confidence interval =2.146–8.554), and the time-dependent receiver 

operating characteristic analysis showed an area under the curve of 0.864, 0.877, and 0.787 for 

1-, 2-, and 3-year PDAC OS predictions, respectively. Comprehensive survival analysis suggested 

that the prognostic signature could serve as an independent prognostic factor for PDAC OS 

and performs better in prognosis prediction than other traditional clinical indicators. Functional 

assessment of the target genes of the miRNAs indicated that they were significantly enriched in 

multiple biological processes and pathways, including cell proliferation, cell cycle biological 

processes, the forkhead box O, mitogen-activated protein kinase, Janus kinase/signal transducers 

and activators of transcription signaling pathways, pathways in cancer, and the ErbB signaling 

pathway. Several target genes of these miRNAs were also associated with PDAC OS. 

Conclusion: The present study identified a novel miRNA expression signature that showed 

potential as a prognostic biomarker for PDAC after pancreaticoduodenectomy. 

Keywords:  microRNA, prognosis, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, TCGA, 

pancreaticoduodenectomy

Introduction
Pancreatic cancer (PC) is a highly aggressive malignant tumor of the digestive tract that 

is difficult to diagnose and treat. In >80% of PC cases, the histological type is pancre-

atic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC).1–3 According to Chinese National Cancer Center 

statistics, the morbidity and mortality of PC increased significantly in recent years, and 

~90,100 newly diagnosed PC cases and 79,400 deaths were reported in People’s Republic 
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of China in 2015.4 The age-standardized 5-year survival rate 

of PC in People’s Republic of China is 11.7%, whereas the 

overall 5-year survival rate of PC in the United States is <7%.5,6 

In addition to the highly malignant characteristics of PC, it is 

associated with a low rate of early diagnosis and high surgical 

mortality; the efficacy of existing treatments is limited and the 

cure rate is very low. Therefore, novel reliable biomarkers and 

molecular targets are urgently needed to combat this highly 

malignant and deadly cancer. 

Despite improvements in our understanding of the patho-

genesis of PC, currently there are no effective strategies for 

the early diagnosis and clinical treatment of PC. MicroRNAs 

(miRNAs) are closely related to tumorigenesis, and miRNAs 

associated with PC are being identified.7–9 Differentially 

expressed miRNAs are tissue-specific and disease-specific. 

These characteristics are helpful for designing new diagnostic 

methods, and identifying treatment targets and strategies for 

the differential diagnosis and treatment of PC.7,9 Clinical and 

pathological biomarkers of prognosis have not successfully 

guided clinicians in selecting adjuvant therapies for PDAC 

patients after surgical resection. Growing evidence suggests 

that the whole genome miRNA sequencing data sets provide 

potential tumor-specific prognostic information to assist 

clinicians in appropriately selecting patients for adjuvant 

therapy.10 These potential molecules are often dysregulated 

and play oncogenic and/or tumor suppressor functions in 

PDAC. The government of United States has initiated a 

project The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) to map out the 

genome variations of human cancers by applying genomic 

analysis techniques, especially using large-scale genome 

sequencing. The aim of this project was to systematically 

analyze all cancer-causing and inhibitory, small variations 

in oncogenes to understand the mechanism of cancer cell 

tumorigenesis and development and to help designing cancer 

prevention strategies.11,12 TCGA has yielded single-nucleotide 

variation data, RNA-seq data, copy number variation data, 

methylation data, clinical data, miRNA-sequencing (miRNA-

seq) data, and biological sample data. These genome-wide 

data sets are open access and allow researchers to conduct 

comprehensive cancer studies. 

In our previous study, we identified genes related to 

prognosis in patients with early stage PDAC after pancreati-

coduodenectomy based on RNA-seq data from TCGA and 

proposed a risk score model for PDAC prognosis predic-

tion.13 In addition, we also used TCGA RNA-seq data set 

to investigate the potential prognostic value of the alcohol 

dehydrogenase genes in PC.14 The aim of the present study 

was to identify potential prognostic miRNA biomarkers for 

patients with early stage PDAC after pancreaticoduodenec-

tomy using the miRNA-seq data set from TCGA. An miRNA 

expression-based prognostic signature was generated, and 

the potential role of the miRNA target genes in the overall 

survival (OS) in patients with PDAC was investigated. 

Materials and methods 
Data source and pre-processing 
TCGA PDAC level 3 miRNA expression data set was down-

loaded from TCGA data portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer.

gov/, accessed January 30, 2018).15 The corresponding 

clinical information was obtained from the University of 

California Santa Cruz Xena browser (UCSC Xena: http://

xena.ucsc.edu/, accessed April 20, 2017). The raw miRNA 

data set of PDAC was normalized using the DESeq package 

in the R platform, and miRNAs with a mean value of >0 

were included in the subsequent analysis.16 The inclusion 

criteria for patients were listed in our previous study which 

are as follows: 1) complete survival data available; 2) the 

histology type was PDAC; 3) American Joint Committee 

on Cancer (AJCC 7th) pathological stage I or II; and 4) 

patients who underwent pancreaticoduodenectomy.13 PDAC 

patients with pathological stage III or IV disease and who 

underwent other types of surgery were excluded.13 Addi-

tional approval by an ethics committee was not necessary 

because the data set used in the current study was down-

loaded from TCGA, and data acquisition and application 

were performed according to TCGA publication guidelines 

and data access policies. 

Identification of prognosis-related 
miRNAs 
The prognostic value of miRNAs was first assessed using 

the univariate Cox proportional hazards regression model, 

and the evaluation was performed using a survival package. 

A P-value of <0.05 in the survival analysis was considered 

statistically significant, and prognosis-related miRNAs 

regarding PDAC OS were identified.

Construction of the prognostic model 
and receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curve 
Prognosis-related miRNAs that were included in the prog-

nostic signature combination screening were assessed by a 

“step” function to select the optimal combination. Then, the 

combination leading to the most significant P-value was used 

for the construction of the prognostic model. The relative 
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contribution of these prognostic miRNAs to PDAC survival 

prediction was assessed by fitting the selected miRNAs 

to a multivariate Cox regression analysis with OS as the 

 dependent variable. The miRNA expression-based prognostic 

risk score model was constructed by the linear combination 

of the expression levels of miRNAs with the multivariate 

Cox regression coefficient (β) as the weight. The risk score 

formula was as follows: risk score = expression of miRNA
1 

× β
1
miRNA

1 
+ expression of miRNA

2 
× β

2
miRNA

2 
+… 

expression of miRNA
 n 
× β

n
miRNA

n
.13,17,18 High- and low-risk 

patients were grouped by the median value of the risk score. 

The predictive accuracy of the miRNA expression-based 

prognostic signature for PDAC OS was assessed using the 

survivalROC package in the R platform.13,17 

Stratified and joint effect survival analysis
A stratified and joint effect survival analysis was performed 

to investigate the association between the risk score and clini-

cal characteristics of patients with PDAC with respect to the 

miRNA expression-based prognostic signature. A nomogram 

was constructed to assess the individualized prognosis predic-

tion model based on the clinical characteristics and risk score. 

Functional assessment
The TargetScan (http://www.targetscan.org/, accessed Febru-

ary 28, 2018),19,20 miRDB (http://www.mirdb.org/, accessed 

February 28, 2018),21,22 and miRTarBase (http://mirtarbase.

mbc.nctu.edu.tw/, accessed February 28, 2018)23,24 algorithms 

were used to predict the target genes of these prognostic miR-

NAs. The overlapping target genes in these three databases 

were identified as miRNA target genes and used for further 

enrichment analysis. The miRNA target genes interaction 

networks were constructed using Cytoscape v3.4.0. The 

functional enrichment of these miRNA target genes was 

performed using the Database for Annotation, Visualization 

and Integrated Discovery v6.8 (DAVID v6.8; https://david.

ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp, accessed February 28, 2018)25,26 and 

visualized using the ggplot2 package. 

Statistical analysis
False discovery rate (FDR) in DESeq was adjusted for mul-

tiple testing using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure.27–29 

Univariate analysis of clinical features and OS was performed 

using the log-rank test; clinical features with a P-value <0.05 

were entered into the multivariate Cox proportional hazards 

regression model for adjustment. A P-value <0.05 was con-

sidered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were 

performed using SPSS version 20.0 and R 3.3.0.

Results
Study population 
A total of 178 cases in the miRNA-seq data set were down-

loaded from TCGA, and the corresponding survival profiles 

were obtained from the UCSC Xena browser. A total of 112 

early stage PDAC patients met the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria and were further analyzed. Most of the early stage 

PDAC patients were at stage II, whereas eight patients were 

at stage I. Survival analysis showed no significant differ-

ence in OS between stage I and stage II patients in the cur-

rent study (log-rank, P=0.943; hazard ratio [HR] =1.038; 

95% CI =0.375–2.872; Table 1); because of the reason that 

only eight patients with stage I were included in the sur-

vival analysis. Univariate analysis identified the following 

clinical features as significantly associated with PDAC OS: 

histological grade (log-rank P=0.01, HR =1.919, 95% CI 

=1.156–3.185; Table 1), radical resection (log-rank P=0.009, 

HR =0.514, 95% CI =0.310–0.852; Table 1), radiation therapy 

(log-rank P=0.029, HR =0.527, 95% CI =0.293–0.947; Table 

1), and targeted molecular therapy (log-rank P<0.0001, HR 

=0.168, 95% CI =0.095–0.296; Table 1). These features 

were included in the multivariate Cox proportional hazard 

regression model. 

Prognosis-related miRNA screening
After normalization by the DESeq package in the R platform, 

1457 miRNAs met the criterion of mean expression values 

>0. The normalized data were used for univariate Cox regres-

sion survival analysis using the survival package in the R plat-

form. There were 83 miRNAs significantly associated with 

PDAC OS (Table S1). Further analysis of these prognostic 

miRNAs showed low expression in PDAC tumor tissues, and 

prognostic miRNAs with expression values of 0, are present 

in more than half of the samples or mean expression values 

of <1 were excluded. Finally, 26 prognostic miRNAs were 

included in the prognostic signature combination screening 

using the “step” function. 

Prognostic model construction and ROC 
curve analysis
After investigation of the “step” function for these prognostic 

miRNAs, the most significant candidate combinations based 

on the expression of these candidate prognostic miRNAs were 

selected. The following 11 prognostic miRNAs were used for 

the construction of the prognostic signature: hsa-mir-501, 

hsa-mir-4521, hsa-mir-5091, hsa-mir-24-1, hsa-mir-126, 

hsa-mir-30e, hsa-mir-3157, hsa-let-7a-3, hsa-mir-133a-1, 
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hsa-mir-4709, and hsa-mir-421. The results of the Kaplan–

Meier analysis of these prognostic-related miRNAs are shown 

in Figure 1A–K. The relative contribution of these prognostic 

miRNAs was assessed by multivariate Cox regression, with 

the multivariate Cox regression coefficient (β) as the weight. 

The risk score formula was as follows: risk score = hsa-

mir-501 × (–0.554) + hsa-mir-4521 × (0.594) + hsa-mir-5091 

× (0.440) + hsa-mir-24-1 × (0.511) + hsa-mir-126 × (0.670) + 

hsa-mir-30e × (–0.562) + hsa-mir-3157 × (–0.575) + hsa-let-

7a-3 × (0.439) + hsa-mir-133a-1 × (–0.477) + hsa-mir-4709 

× (–0.532) + hsa-mir-421 × (0.590). Patients were divided 

into low- and high-risk groups according to the median risk 

scores, and the survival analysis indicated that patients with 

high risk scores were significantly associated with a poor 

clinical outcome (median survival time, high risk vs low 

risk: 308 vs 695 days) and increased risk of death (adjusted 

P<0.0001; adjusted HR =4.285; 95% CI =2.146–8.554; 

Figure 2A and B). Time-dependent ROC curve analysis was 

used to evaluate the predictive accuracy of this prognostic 

signature, and the results suggested that the prognostic 

signature constructed in the current study performed well 

in 1-, 2-, and 3-year survival predictions. The area under 

the curve for 1-, 2-, and 3-year survival was 0.864, 0.877, 

and 0.787 (Figure 2C), respectively. The distribution of the 

Table 1 ΨAssociation between OS and clinicopathologic features of PDAC patients

Variables Events/total (n=112) MST (days) HR (95% CI) Log-rank P

Age (years) 0.066
≤60 20/38 593 1

>60 49/74 485 1.636 (0.962–2.780)
Gender 0.523

Female 36/53 511 1
Male 33/59 592 0.855 (0.529–1.382)

Alcohol history§ 0.349
No 25/43 592 1
Yes 38/61 511 1.276 (0.765–2.128)

Pathological stage 0.943
Stage I 4/8 236 1
Stage II 65/104 518 1.038 (0.375–2.872)

Pathological T 0.466
T1/T2 7/14 498 1
T3 62/98 518 1.340 (0.608–2.949)

Pathological N 0.091
N0 9/21 634 1
N1 60/91 511 1.818 (0.899–3.678)

Pathological M 0.319
M0 31/55 593 1
Mx 38/57 485 1.278 (0.787-2.075)

Histological grade 0.01
G1/G2 45/80 596 1
G3/G4 24/32 470 1.919 (1.156–3.185)

Radical resection& 0.009
R1/RX 29/44 381 1
R0 39/66 603 0.514 (0.310–0.852)

Radiation therapy* 0.029
No 48/70 473 1
Yes 15/30 691 0.527 (0.293–0.947)

Targeted molecular therapy‡ <0.0001
No 24/29 224 1
Yes 41/73 634 0.168 (0.095–0.296)

Risk Score <0.0001
Low 29/56 695 1
High 40/56 308 5.777 (3.251–10.264)

Notes: “Events” means the numbers of patients who had died. ΨThe data in this table have also been shown in our previous publication. Adapted with permission from Liao X, 
Huang K, Huang R, et al. Genome-scale analysis to identify prognostic markers in patients with early-stage pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma after pancreaticoduodenectomy. 
Onco Targets Ther. 2017;10:4493–4506.13 §Alcohol history information is unavailable in eight patients. &Radical resection information is unavailable in two patients. *Radiation 
therapy information is unavailable in 12 patients. ‡Targeted molecular therapy information is unavailable in 10 patients.
Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; MST, median survival time; HR, hazard ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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expression of the miRNAs in the high- and low-risk groups 

is shown in Figure 3. 

Stratified and joint effect analysis
Further investigation of the relation between the prognostic 

signature and the clinical characteristics associated with 

PDAC OS was performed by a comprehensive analysis of the 

nomogram and stratified and joint effect survival analysis. 

The stratified analysis indicated that patients with a high 

risk score showed a significantly increased risk of death in 

all favorable strata except in patients at stage I and in those 

younger than 60 years, and in all adverse strata except grade 

G3/G4 and patients who did not receive targeted molecular 

therapy (Figure 4A). A nomogram was visualized by rms 

and its auxiliary packages based on the clinical characteris-

tics of PDAC and risk scores, and it demonstrated that the 

11-miRNA prognostic signature contributed the most risk 

points, whereas the other clinical characteristics contributed 

much less (Figure 4B). 

Joint effect survival analysis between the 11-miRNA 

prognostic signature and clinical parameters suggested 

that this prognostic signature performed well in PDAC 

Figure 1 The Kaplan–Meier curves of 11 prognostic miRNAs in PDAC. 
Notes: The order of Kaplan–Meier curves of 11 prognostic miRNAs were as follows: hsa-mir-501 (A), hsa-mir-4521 (B), hsa-mir-5091 (C), hsa-mir-24-1 (D), hsa-mir-126 
(E), hsa-mir-30e (F), hsa-mir-3157 (G), hsa-let-7a-3 (H), hsa-mir-133a-1 (I), hsa-mir-4709 (J), and hsa-mir-421 (K). 
Abbreviations: miRNA, microRNA; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma.
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OS  predictions, and combination with clinical parameters 

significantly associated with PDAC OS showed more 

significant predictive values for PDAC OS (Figure 5A–D; 

Table 2). 

Functional assessment 
The target genes of these 11 miRNAs were analyzed using 

three independent miRNA target gene prediction web-

sites: TargetScan, miRDB, and miRTarBase. Target genes 

Figure 2 Prognostic risk score model analysis of 11 prognostic miRNAs in PDAC patients. 
Notes: (A) From top to bottom are the risk score, patients’ survival status distribution, and 11 prognostic miRNA expression heat maps for low- and high-risk groups. (B) 
Kaplan–Meier curves for low- and high-risk groups. (C) ROC curve for predicting survival in PDAC patients by the risk score. 
Abbreviations: miRNA, microRNA; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; ROC, receiver operating characteristic; AUC, area under curve.
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 overlapping in the three websites were identified as miRNA 

target genes. Among the 11 miRNAs, hsa-mir-4709, hsa-

mir-501, hsa-mir-30e, hsa-mir-126, and hsa-mir-3157 had 

overlapping target genes in the three websites (Figure 6). 

Enrichment analysis of these target genes was performed 

using DAVID v6.8. Gene Ontology term enrichment results, 

which suggested that these target genes were significantly 

enriched in cell division, positive regulation of autophagy, 

G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, cell proliferation, and 

cell–cell adhesion mediated by integrin biological processes 

Figure 4 The relationship between risk score and clinical information. 
Notes: (A) Stratified analysis of association between risk score and OS in PDAC. (B) Nomogram for predicting the 1-, 2-, and 3-year event (death) with risk score and 
clinical information.
Abbreviations: PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; OS, overall survival.
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(Figure 7A). Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 

(KEGG) enrichment analysis indicated that these target 

genes were significantly correlated with the forkhead box O 

(FOXO), mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), Janus 

kinase/signal transducers and activators of transcription 

(JAK/STAT), pathways in cancer, ErbB, cell cycle, and PC 

(hsa05212, Figure S1) signaling pathways (Figure 7B). To 

further investigate the role of these target genes in PDAC 

OS, we performed a survival analysis of these target genes 

using the survival package. The mRNA expression data 

set of PDAC patients, which was the same as that in the 

present study, was generated from our previous studies of 

TCGA PDAC mRNA data analysis, and the data set was also 

normalized using the DESeq package in the R platform.13 

Among the 223 target genes, 28 were significantly correlated 

with PDAC OS in univariate analysis (Table S2), and the 

Kaplan–Meier curves of the top five significant target genes 

ranked by the P-values are shown in Figure 8A–E. 

Discussion
Genome-wide data filtering is one of the most promising 

tools for the identification of biomarkers and therapeutic 

targets. The notion that miRNAs are closely related to the 

prognosis of cancers is increasingly recognized. Many cancer 

miRNA-seq data sets with complete clinical information 

has been shared on TCGA for researchers to download and 

investigate. The miRNAs of TCGA PC miRNA-seq data set 

were analyzed in previous studies. Zhou et al investigated 

a 13-miRNA expression-based prognostic signature for PC 

survival prediction including 167 PC patients from TCGA.30 

Liang et al identified 10 miRNAs as potential prognostic bio-

markers using 175 pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients from 

TCGA.31 However, the PC patients in TCGA included several 

histological types of PC other than PDAC, such as poorly dif-

ferentiated pancreatic adenocarcinoma and pancreas-colloid 

(mucinous non-cystic) carcinoma. In addition, the surgical 

procedures of these patients included distal pancreatectomy, 

Figure 5 Joint effect analysis of OS stratified by risk score and PDAC clinical parameters. 
Notes: Joint effect analysis stratified by risk score and following clinical parameters: histological grade (A), radiation therapy (B), radical resection (C), and targeted molecular 
therapy (D). 
Abbreviations: PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; OS, overall survival.
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total pancreatectomy, and pancreaticoduodenectomy. The 

histological types and surgical procedures were important 

prognostic factors that may affect the survival outcome 

Table 2 Joint effect survival analysis of clinical factors and the risk score with OS in PDAC patients

Group Risk score Variables Events/total  
(n=112)

MST  
(days)

Crude HR  
(95% CI)

Crude P Adjusted HR  
(95% CI)

Adjusted P£

Histological grade
A Low risk G1+G2 20/42 913 1 1
B Low risk G3+G4 9/14 592 2.068 (0.907–4.714) 0.084 2.431 (0.961–6.151) 0.061
C High risk G1+G2 25/38 366 6.105 (3.047–12.230) <0.0001 5.012 (2.286–10.987) <0.0001
D High risk G3+G4 15/18 278 10.088 (4.689–21.703) <0.0001 7.276 (3.071–17.236) <0.0001

Radiation therapy*
a Low risk No 15/30 695 1 1
b Low risk Yes 11/20 702 1.164 (0.511–2.653) 0.717 1.190 (0.491–2.885) 0.701
c High risk No 33/40 250 7.696 (3.680–16.092) <0.0001 4.661 (2.084–10.424) 0.0002
d High risk Yes 4/10 NA 3.127 (0.947–10.327) 0.061 4.536 (1.279–16.093) 0.019

Radical resection&

I Low risk R0 19/36 738 1 1
II Low risk R1/RX 9/18 592 2.302 (0.978–5.417) 0.056 2.271 (0.885–5.828) 0.088
III High risk R0 20/30 366 7.464 (3.416–16.310) <0.0001 5.651 (2.291–13.937) <0.0001
IV High risk R1/RX 20/26 278 8.453 (3.973–17.984) <0.0001 7.654 (3.188–18.374) <0.0001

Targeted molecular  
therapy‡

i Low risk Yes 24/46 702 1 1
ii Low risk No 3/5 467 3.819 (1.087–13.420) 0.037 4.781 (1.209–18.910) 0.026
iii High risk Yes 17/27 458 4.489 (2.160–9.328) <0.0001 4.431 (1.951–10.062) <0.0001
iv High risk No 21/24 160 17.254 (8.015–37.145) <0.0001 20.942 (8.089–54.217) <0.0001

Notes: “Events” means the numbers of patients who had died. £Adjusted for histologic grade, radiation therapy, radical resection, and targeted molecular therapy. *Radiation 
therapy information is unavailable in 12 patients. &Radical resection information is unavailable in two patients. ‡Targeted molecular therapy information is unavailable in 10 
patients.
Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; MST, median survival time; HR, hazard ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; NA, not 
available.

of PC patients.32–34 However, the studies by Zhou et al and 

Liang et al did not include these prognostic factors in the 

multivariate Cox proportional hazards model or stratified 

Figure 6 Interaction networks of the prognostic miRNAs and their target genes. 
Notes: Red diamonds represent miRNAs, green circles represent target genes, and the link in black indicates a miRNA target genes relationship.
Abbreviation: miRNA, microRNA.
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analysis.30,31 Therefore, the prognostic miRNAs identified 

in their studies may be unreliable. In the present study, we 

included only patients at early stage of PDAC who underwent 

pancreaticoduodenectomy and excluded patients at advanced 

pathological stages. 

In the current study, we identified 83 potential prognostic 

miRNAs, and 11 miRNAs were used for the construction of 

the prognostic signature. The 11-miRNA expression-based 

prognostic signature constructed in the present study clas-

sified the patients into high- and low-risk groups, and it 

performed well in 1-, 2-, and 3-year survival predictions. The 

nomogram and stratified and joint effect survival analysis also 

indicated that this prognostic signature performed better in 

PDAC OS prediction than other clinical parameters.

Among these 11 prognostic miRNAs, f ive (hsa-

mir-4521, hsa-mir-5091, hsa-mir-3157, hsa-mir-133a-1 and 

Figure 7 Functional assessment of the target genes of these 11 prognostic related miRNAs. 
Notes: (A) GO term enrichment results of target genes; (B) KEGG enrichment results of target genes. 
Abbreviations: GO, Gene Ontology; KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes.

A

B

 hsa-mir-4709) had not been previously investigated for their 

functional roles in cancer, whereas the remaining six miRNAs 

(hsa-mir-501, hsa-mir-24-1, hsa-mir-126, hsa-mir-30e, hsa-

let-7a-3 and hsa-mir-421) had been previously reported to be 

associated to cancer. Ling et al reported that miR-501-3p was 

highly expressed in PDAC tumor tissues, and low expression 

of miR-501-3p was significantly associated with a low risk of 

tumor recurrence based on a cohort of 64 PDAC patients.35 

Similar results were reported in hepatocellular carcinoma 

(HCC) and gastric cancer (GC), indicating that miR-501-5p 

was markedly upregulated in HCC and GC tumor tissues, and 

high expression of miR-501-5p had significantly increased the 

risk of death in patients with GC.36,37 However, comparing with 

the previous studies, the result of hsa-mir-501 in the current 

study obtained an opposite prognosis results, because both the 

current study and study by Ling et al35 in PDAC prognosis 
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were with a small sample size; therefore, further verifica-

tion cohort is needed to verify our results. Another miRNA, 

hsa-mir-24-1, was shown to be downregulated in cutaneous 

malignant melanoma tumor tissues.38 Regarding the third 

miRNA, hsa-mir-126, a study by Feng et al observed that the 

combined overexpression of miR-126 and miR-34a exerts 

a more effective antitumor effect than a single miRNA and 

may be a promising system for PC targeted therapy.39 MiR-

126 is downregulated in thyroid cancer cells and esophageal 

cancer tissues and suggested to play a tumor suppressor role 

in renal cell carcinoma and thyroid cancer by targeting specific 

genes.40–42 Debernardi et al reported that miR-30e is signifi-

cantly upregulated in urine samples in stage I PDAC patients 

compared with healthy subjects and performed well in dis-

criminating these patients, as determined by ROC analysis.43 

However, miR-30e is downregulated in the sera of HCC and 

Figure 8 Survival analysis of the top five significant target genes. 
Notes: The order of Kaplan–Meier curves of the top five significant target genes were as follows: CBX3 (A), ERGIC2 (B), STRIP1 (C), CCNB1 (D), and PTCH2 (E).
Abbreviations: CBX3, chromobox 3; ERGIC2, ERGIC and golgi 2; STRIP1, striatin interacting protein 1; CCNB1, cyclin B1; PTCH2, patched 2.
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non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients compared with 

healthy volunteers.44,45 In terms of clinical outcome predic-

tion and low serum levels of miR-30e-3p were significantly 

associated with poor disease-free survival (DFS), whereas 

high serum levels of miR-30e-5p were markedly correlated 

to a shorter OS in NSCLC.45,46 In other cancers, the potential 

prognostic role of miR-30e is complex. High expression of 

miR-30e showed a protective effect regarding the clinical out-

comes of patients with ovarian carcinoma and breast cancer, 

which were consistent with our results in PDAC, whereas it 

served as a risk factor for esophageal cancer OS and DFS.47–49 

Dysregulation of hsa-let-7a-3 is associated with the prognosis 

of cancers and regulated by DNA methylation.50–52 Hyper-

methylation of let-7a-3 in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) 

patients with hypomethylated CCAAT enhancer-binding 

protein alpha (CEBPA) is significantly correlated with better 

OS, and overexpression of let-7a-3 is associated with poor OS 

in AML, which are consistent with our results in PDAC.50,53 

Lu et al showed that methylation of let-7a-3 is inversely cor-

related with insulin-like growth factor-II (IGFII) expression, 

and let-7a-3 hypermethylation significantly reduces the risk 

of death in ovarian cancer.52 However, a similar study by Lu 

et al in breast cancer demonstrated that epigenetic regulation 

of let-7a-3 may affect the activity of IGFs, whereas it is not 

associated with DFS or OS in patients with breast cancer.51 

MiR-421 is markedly upregulated in GC,54–56 HCC,57,58 PC,59 

biliary tract cancer,60 osteosarcoma,61 and nasopharyngeal 

carcinoma tumor tissues,62 and high expression of miR421 is 

significantly associated with poor clinical outcomes in patients 

with GC,55,63 HCC,58 and osteosarcoma.61 MiR421 acts as 

an oncomiRNA in GC,55 HCC,57 PC,59 and nasopharyngeal 

carcinoma,62 and overexpression of miR421 in these cancer 

cells promotes cell proliferation. However, miR421 may play a 

tumor-suppressor role in prostate cancer cells, as overexpres-

sion of miR-421 significantly suppressed prostate cancer cell 

growth, and knockdown of miR-421 improved proliferation.64 

Despite the opposite roles of miR-421 in previous studies, the 

current study indicated that high expression of hsa-mir-421 

significantly increased the risk of death in PDAC, which was 

consistent with previous PC studies and several cancer studies. 

In function enrichment analysis, these prognostic miRNA 

target genes were significantly enriched in the cell cycle, 

cell proliferation biological processes, and several signal-

ing pathways such as FOXO, MAPK, JAK-STAT, and ErbB 

signaling pathways. Cell cycle and cell proliferation involve 

in maintaining the basic state of cells, and dysregulation 

of cell cycle components may lead to tumor formation.65 

These prognostic miRNAs may play a role in maintaining 

the stability of cellular states through the regulation of target 

genes. Roy et al demonstrated that inhibition of the PI3K/

AKT and MAPK/ERK pathways in PC induces the activation 

of FOXO transcription factor, leading to cell cycle arrest 

and apoptosis.66 The MAPK pathway is not only involved 

in the formation and development of PC but also mediates 

the sensitivity of PC cells to chemotherapy drugs.67,68 A 

similar function of ErbB signaling was reported in previous 

studies, and targeting the regulation of the ErbB pathway by 

sex-determining region Y-related high mobility group box 

9 was involved in pancreatic tumorigenesis; dual targeting 

of ErbB-2 and ErbB-3 increases the therapeutic efficacy of 

trastuzumab.69,70 Similar anti-tumor drugs in PC target the 

JAK-STAT pathway and may have a potential application 

in chemotherapy and immunotherapy.71,72 Therefore, we can 

hypothesize that these prognostic miRNAs are involved in 

biological processes and signaling pathways by regulating 

their target genes and affecting PC tumorigenesis and treat-

ment. Regarding the top five significant target genes, the 

present study is the first to identify a significant association 

between these mRNA expression levels and PDAC OS. The 

prognostic values for these miRNAs and most of their puta-

tive target genes seem to be in good agreement. Among the 

28 target genes, which were significantly correlated with 

PDAC OS, only one target gene of hsa-mir-3157 and two 

target genes of hsa-mir-126 were significantly associated 

with PDAC OS, and the prognostic values between these 

miRNAs and target genes showed an opposite trend and in 

good agreement. In addition, three in six prognostic target 

genes of hsa-mir-4709, three in six prognostic target genes 

of hsa-mir-501, and five in 13 prognostic target genes of hsa-

mir-30e also show the opposite trend in PDAC prognosis, 

which were in a good agreement with the miRNA-target 

gene regulation relationship. In one way, these results also 

support the validity of the prediction of presented miRNA–

target genes interaction. 

The present study had several limitations. First, the clini-

cal information from TCGA database was not comprehensive, 

and we were unable to perform an accurate evaluation of the 

risk score model using the multivariate Cox proportional 

hazards model or stratified analysis. Second, because of the 

strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, the sample size in our 

study was relatively small, and a larger sample size with 

well-designed validation cohorts is needed to validate our 

results. Third, because of the relatively small sample size, 

patients with long-term survival of more than 3 years were 

rare; therefore, we were unable to assess the 5-year survival 

prediction accuracy or other long-term survival. 
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Despite these limitations, the present study identified 

an 11-miRNA expression-based prognostic signature for 

PDAC OS prediction, and it performed better than other 

clinical parameters. We also investigated the functions and 

potential prognostic roles of the target genes of these miRNAs 

in PDAC. These findings may provide insight into the roles 

of miRNAs in PDAC prognosis and have potential clinical 

application value in PDAC prognosis prediction, targeted 

therapy, and decision-making regarding treatment strategy 

and management.

Conclusion
Through an integrative analysis of the genome-wide miRNA-

seq and clinical data of PDAC generated by TCGA, we found 

a miRNA expression-based signature including 11 miRNAs, 

which may serve as a potential biomarker for PDAC progno-

sis prediction. However, these results need further verification 

and investigation. 
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